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Abstract

With the increase in misinformation across dig-001
ital platforms, incongruent news detection is002
becoming an important research problem. Ear-003
lier, researchers have exploited various feature004
engineering approaches and deep learning mod-005
els with embedding to capture incongruity be-006
tween news headlines and the body. Recent007
studies have also shown the advantages of cap-008
turing structural properties of the body using009
hierarchical encoding. Hierarchical encoding010
decomposes the body of a news article into011
smaller segments such as sentences or para-012
graphs. However, the existing hierarchical013
methods have not considered two important014
aspects; (i) deeper hierarchical level, and (ii)015
importance of different paragraphs in gener-016
ating document encoding. Motivated by this,017
in this paper, we propose a Gated Recursive018
And Sequential Deep Hierarchical Encoding019
(GRASHE) method for detecting incongruent020
news articles by extends hierarchical encoding021
upto word level and incorporating incongru-022
ently weight of each paragraph. Experimental023
results show that the proposed models outper-024
form the bag-of-word features, sequential and025
hierarchical encoding-based counterparts. We026
also perform various ablation analysis to sup-027
port the proposed models.028

1 Introduction029

Detecting incongruity between news headline and030

its body has evolved as an important research prob-031

lem in recent times to handle early detection of032

misinformation in electronic media (Ecker et al.,033

2014)(Chesney et al., 2017). A news article is034

considered to be incongruent if its headline does035

not represent its body due to fabricated, manipu-036

lated, false connection1 or wrong context2. People037

mostly read news headlines only, instead of the full038

1When the caption of the image does not align with its
image or headline does not support its content.

2Legitimate information is presented in the wrong context.

story (Gabielkov et al., 2016). The impressions cre- 039

ated by news headline to readers are persistent and 040

significantly contribute to becoming a news story 041

viral in social media platform (Dos Rieis et al., 042

2015). As a result, detecting incongruent news 043

headlines is becoming an important task to fight 044

misinformation in electronic media. 045

Though initial study on incongruity detection 046

in news article can be credited to Fake News 047

Challenge (FNC-1) (Pomerleau and Rao, 048

2017), the importance of the problem can be traced 049

back to the year 2007 (Andrew, 2007). In the recent 050

times, researchers have exploited various methods 051

for detecting incongruent news articles such as sim- 052

ple n-gram features-based models (Riedel et al., 053

2017) (Hanselowski et al., 2017), summarization- 054

based models (Mishra et al., 2020) (Sepúlveda- 055

Torres et al., 2021), and hierarchical encoding- 056

based models (Yoon et al., 2021) (Yoon et al., 057

2019). While incongruent news articles with dis- 058

tinctive features between its headline and body are 059

easy to identify, detecting a systematically created 060

incongruent news article is a non-trivial task. 061

From the FNC-1 challenge (Pomerleau and 062

Rao, 2017), it is observed that incorporating 063

features extracted from diverged perspective helps 064

in detecting incongruent news articles better. 065

A classic example is XGBoost, the winner of 066

the challenge, which considers various types of 067

features such as n-grams, latent features, sentiment, 068

etc., is still one of the top-performing systems 069

even today. However, as observed in (Hanselowski 070

et al., 2018), the models with bag-of-words 071

features often fail to capture information like 072

complex negations, deep semantic relationships, 073

and propositional contents which are important 074

for incongruity detection. To capture deeper 075

contextual and sequential semantic relationship 076

between texts, studies in (Hanselowski et al., 077

2017) (Conforti et al., 2018) (Borges et al., 2019) 078

combine embeddings obtained from sequential 079
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models (like LSTM) and the explicit features like080

n-grams. While the above studies define an article081

as a sequence of texts, studies in (Yoon et al.,082

2019) (Yoon et al., 2021) have defined an article083

as a hierarchical structure, i.e., body as collection084

of paragraphs, and paragraph as collection of085

sentences. Though the above hierarchical encoding086

methods provide promising results as compared to087

their sequential and bag-of-word counterparts (also088

observed in this paper), these methods have not089

considered two important aspects; (i) the hierarchy090

has considered only upto paragraph level, not till091

word level, and (ii) weights of different paragraphs092

in generating document encoding. As observed093

in (Li et al., 2015), extending the hierarchical094

structure till lower level helps in various text095

representation tasks such as semantic relatedness096

of sentence pairs, sentiment classification and097

natural language interface task etc. Therefore,098

extending hierarchical structure till the word099

level may also help in detecting incongruent100

news articles. Further, for an incongruent news101

article, the contributing texts may occupy a small102

part of the entire text. In such a scenario, the103

congruent part of the body will dominate the104

incongruent part. Therefore, it is also important to105

incorporate the ability of a constituent paragraph106

in representing the entire body while generating107

the encoding. Motivated by the above observations,108

this paper proposes a Gated Recursive109

And Sequential Deep Hierarchical110

Encoding (GRASHE) method for detecting111

incongruent news articles by extends hierarchical112

encoding upto word level and incorporating113

incongruently weight of each paragraph. From114

various experimental observations over three115

publicly available datasets, it is observed that the116

proposed method outperforms its bag-of-word,117

sequential, and hierarchical counterparts.118

The key highlights of the contributions are sum-119

marised as follows:120

1. Propose a Gated Recursive And Sequen-121

tial Deep Hierarchical Encoding (GRASHE)122

model which captures hierarchical structure123

till word level, and also captures the incongru-124

ent weight of the paragraphs.125

2. Perform ablation studies to understand the im-126

portance of considering deeper hierarchy and127

incongruently weight of the paragraphs.128

3. Investigate the importance of incorporating ex-129

plicit features in addition to the hierarchically 130

embedded features in capturing incongruity. 131

The rest of paper is organised a follow. Section 2 132

briefly presents related studies. In section 3, we 133

describe our proposed models. Sections 4 presents 134

experimental setup, results, and analysis. The paper 135

concludes in section 5. 136

2 Related Work 137

In literature, studies (Shu et al., 2017) (Kumar and 138

Shah, 2018) (Zubiaga et al., 2018) (Sharma et al., 139

2019) (Zhou and Zafarani, 2020)(Parikh and Atrey, 140

2018)(D’Ulizia et al., 2021) have briefly reviewed 141

and analysed work related to misinformation and 142

disinformation detection. In this study, we have 143

retrospect work related to incongruent news article 144

detection only. As noted in the study (Chesney 145

et al., 2017), incongruity detection is different from 146

detecting other types of misinformation. Clickbait 147

attempts to attract the attention of the reader, sev- 148

eral stylistic and linguistic features are used, such 149

as forward-referencing, mention of the attractive 150

word, public figure, personality, and number. In 151

contrast, though the headline is deceiving or the 152

news article is incongruent, it does not use any 153

stylistic and linguistic feature to attract readers at- 154

tention. Interestingly, the incongruent headline of 155

the news article does not force clicking some link 156

and follow-up to find the conclusion. 157

In the literature, several models have been pro- 158

posed for the detection of incongruent news arti- 159

cle. The first fake news challenge (FNC-1) was 160

organized by (Pomerleau and Rao, 2017) to detect 161

the body’s stance concerning headlines in news ar- 162

ticles. The winner system SLOAT in the SWEN 163

by talo intelligence of FNC-1 proposed an ensem- 164

ble model which combines tree model and con- 165

volution neural network. Second winner system 166

Team Athene (Hanselowski et al., 2017) trained 167

multi-layer perceptions on Bag of word-based and 168

domain-dependent features.(Riedel et al., 2017) 169

forms concatenated feature vector by combining 170

the term frequency–inverse document frequency 171

(TF-IDF) vector of headline and body along with 172

cosine similarity between TF-IDF vector of head- 173

line and body. Then these concatenated features are 174

used to train multi-layer perceptron to classify the 175

relationship between headline and body of news 176

article. Realising the importance of contextual and 177

sequential information, (Hanselowski et al., 2018) 178

combines bag of words and topic modelling-based 179
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the proposed GRASHE model

features with two-layer stack LSTM for classifica-180

tion of the fake news article. (Conforti et al., 2018)181

adopted inverted pyramid writing style (Scanlan,182

2000) of the news article and four-stage pipeline183

of rumor verification proposed by (Zubiaga et al.,184

2018). The primary motivation behind adopting an185

inverted pyramid writing style is to give more atten-186

tion to the first few lines of news articles, while en-187

coding to find semantic similarities between news188

headlines and the body. (Borges et al., 2019) en-189

code headline, full-body and first two lines of the190

body and then apply semantic matching between191

them. Finally, the outcome of semantic matching192

between headline, full-body, first two body lines193

are combined with domain-dependent features used194

in the study 3 to train a fully connected neural net-195

work. Study (Saikh et al., 2020) use bidirectional196

GRU to encode words in the news article and then197

applies word-level attention to highlight the impor-198

tant word concerning the target. (Karimi and Tang,199

2019) studied the importance of hierarchical struc-200

ture for fake news classifications.201

Recent study (Yoon et al., 2019) propose Attentive202

Hierarchical Dual Encoder (AHDE) and Attentive203

3TALOS Fake News Challenge

Hierarchical Dual Encoder Independent Paragraph 204

(AHDE-IP) method, which utilises structural prop- 205

erty present in the news article. The authors divide 206

news articles into separate paragraphs and encode 207

each separately using a recurrent neural network 208

(RNN) followed by an attention mechanism to se- 209

lect the most relevant paragraphs concerning the 210

headline. Studies (Mishra et al., 2020)(Sepúlveda- 211

Torres et al., 2021) exploited summarization tech- 212

nique to match semantic similarity between news 213

headline and body. (Yoon et al., 2021)proposed 214

graph hierarchical dual encode model learns the 215

similarity between headlines and every paragraph 216

to detect incongruent paragraphs and news articles. 217

3 Proposed Model 218

As mentioned above, the objective of the paper 219

is to study the effect of two important aspects of 220

encoding news articles while detecting incongruity; 221

(i) effect of deeper hierarchical encoding by 222

extending the structure upto word level, and (ii) 223

incorporating the weights of different paragraphs 224

defining the ability to represent the encoding of 225

the entire document. Figure 1 shows the schematic 226

diagram of the proposed Gated Recursive 227
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And Sequential Deep Hierarchical228

Encoding (GRASHE) model. It defines the229

hierarchical structure as follows. The body B230

of a news article is a sequence of n paragraphs,231

B = {P1,P2, · · · ,Pn}. A paragraph Pi is a232

sequence of m sentences, Pi = {S1,S2, · · · ,Sm}.233

A sentence Sj is defined recursively by a de-234

pendency parse tree Sj consisting of l words,235

Sj = {w1, w2, · · · , wl}. The body is encoded236

using a gated sequential model over paragraphs.237

The paragraphs are encoded using sequential238

model over the sentences. The sentences are239

encoded using tree based encoding model over240

words. Similarly, the headline is also encoded241

using tree based model.242

Given a sentence S, we apply child-sum Tree243

LSTM (proposed in (Tai et al., 2015)) over its de-244

pendency parse tree. Usage of tree encoding has245

been motivated from the earlier studies that the246

tree encodings such as mTreeLSTM (Tran and247

Cheng, 2018), child-sum Tree LSTM (Tai et al.,248

2015), tree-transformer (Wang et al., 2019) help249

in capturing long distance dependencies between250

words. Though ideally any state-of-the art tree251

encoding method may be used for encoding a sen-252

tence, this study has considered child-sum Tree253

LSTM (Tai et al., 2015). The details of the child-254

sum Tree implementation is explained in section255

A.1.256

A sequence of sentences defines a paragraph.257

Once encoding of the sentences are obtained, the258

encoding of a paragraph can be estimated using259

a sequential model such as RNN, GRU, LSTM,260

BERT etc. We consider LSTM in this paper. If sij261

denotes the encoding of a sentence Sj in a para-262

graph Pi, the encoding pi of the paragraph Pi is263

obtained from the sequence of sentences encoding264

in the paragraph using a LSTM model (i.e., hidden265

state of the last input to LSTM), as follows.266

pi = LSTM
(
si1, si2, ..., sim

)
(1)267

To capture the representation of the text from both268

the directions, the unidirectional LSTM in Equa-269

tion 1 can also be replaced by bidirectional LSTM.270

However, we have employed unidirectional LSTM,271

due to considerable computational overhead of bidi-272

rectional LSTM.273

Similarly, encoding of a body B of a news article274

can be learned from the sequence of underlying275

paragraph encoding as defined below. 276

a = LSTM
(
p1,p2, ...,pn

)
(2) 277

where a represents the encoding of the body B. As 278

the encoding a is biased by last sentences in the 279

paragraphs, we further combine all the intermediate 280

encodings to reduce the bias. As the intermediate 281

encoding of paragraphs capture local context, they 282

need to be further regularized with a global context 283

(a in our case) before combining them. Like in 284

(Zhou et al., 2017), we employ a multi-layer per- 285

ceptron based select gate as defined in equation 3 286

and 4. 287

ci = σ
(
Wppi +Upa+ bp

)
(3) 288

289

ṕi = σ
(
pi ⊙ ci

)
(4) 290

where W p, Up and bp are the select gate parameters 291

and ⊙ denotes element wise multiplication. The 292

main motive behind using select gate is to capture 293

important aspect of encoded representation pi with 294

respected to a. 295

To obtain the overall representation of the body, 296

we apply a weighted summation of the gated repre- 297

sentation of the paragraphs as defined below. 298

b́ =
∑

i
ωiṕi (5) 299

where ωi is the weight of the paragraph Pi repre- 300

senting its importance. Let M be a matching matrix 301

between the paragraphs i.e., Mij = ṕi
T · ṕj . The 302

matching matrix is then converted to a probability 303

distribution as defined in equation 6. 304

Pr(Pi → Pj) =
exp(Mij)∑
k ̸=i exp(Mik)

.∀i ̸= j (6) 305

where Pr(Pi → Pj) denotes the probability of 306

paragraph Pi representing paragraph Pj . If the 307

Pr(Pi → Pj) for all j, j ̸= i is uniformly dis- 308

tributed, it indicates that Pi represent all other para- 309

graphs equally likely. It means Pi can represent 310

the body. This can be quantified using entropy of 311

the paragraph Pi as follows. 312

H(i) = −
∑
j ̸=i

Pr(Pi → Pj) logPr(Pi → Pj)

(7) 313

Thus, entropy of all the paragraphs are estimated. 314

Then, the weight of the paragraph Pj is defined 315
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Table 1: Characteristics of Experimental Datasets

Dataset True Fake Total #Head #Body #Para #Sen

ISOT
Train 17083 18232 35315 9.438 244.325 3.799 16.955
Test 1726 1815 5313 9.377 236.379 3.729 16.606
Dev 2607 2706 3541 9.388 241.136 3.733 16.607

FNC
Train 12057 32917 44974 8.478 217.216 11 19.465
Test 7064 18349 25413 8.503 213.757 10.523 18.744
Dev 1370 3628 4998 8.465 216.347 10.808 19.215

NELA-17
Train 35710 35710 71420 10.558 551.923 13.494 26.649
Test 3151 3151 6302 10.529 566.921 13.851 27.526
Dev 3151 3151 6302 10.547 541.188 13.49 26.256

using softmax over the entropy H(i).316

ωi =
exp(Hi)∑
k ̸=i exp(Hk)

(8)317

If we want to assign equal weight to all the318

paragraphs, we set all the weights to 1/n i.e.,319

ωi = 1/n,∀i = 1..n. we denote this model as320

GRASHE(=).321

Once we obtain the encoding of the body b́ and322

headline h (obtained using child-sum Tree LSTM),323

we further estimate the following two vectors sim324

and diff capturing similarity and difference be-325

tween the body and headline.326

sim = b́⊙ h (9)327

diff = b́− h (10)328

Now, we define the final feature for the classifica-329

tion as follow.330

f =¯́b⊕ h⊕ sim⊕ diff (11)331

where ⊕ denotes concatenation of vectors. The332

feature vector f is then passed through a dense333

layer with a softmax output layer. We apply cross334

entropy loss to learn the parameters.335

4 Experimental setups and discussions336

4.1 Dataset337

This study uses three publicly available datasets338

namely ISOT fake news dataset (Ahmed et al.,339

2018) (Ahmed et al., 2017) , FNC dataset (Pomer-340

leau and Rao, 2017), and NELA-17 dataset (Horne341

et al., 2018) (Yoon et al., 2019). Table 1 presents342

the characteristics these datasets. The FNC dataset343

has four classes namley agree, disagree, discuss,344

and unrelated. The samples in agreed, disagree,345

discuss classes are merged and named a True class,346

whereas the samples in unrelated class are con-347

sidered fake class. For NELA dataset, we curate348

the samples following the procedure reported in349

(Yoon et al., 2019) over the news corpus provided 350

at (Horne et al., 2018). The news articles pub- 351

lished by authenticated sources are labelled as true 352

class, and the fake samples are generated by ran- 353

domly inserting paragraphs from another news ar- 354

ticle into true class news articles. The ISOT and 355

NELA datasets are relatively balance, whereas the 356

FNC dataset is highly imbalanced. 357

4.2 Experimental setups 358

To compare the performance of the proposed 359

method with the other existing methods, we have 360

considered the following baseline systems. 361

• Fake News Challenge (FNC) (Pomer- 362

leau and Rao, 2017): Three systems submit- 363

ted to the challenge are considered namely the 364

baseline provided by the organizer (FNC-1)4, 365

the winning system (XGBoost5), and UCL 366

Machine Reading (UCLMR)6(Riedel et al., 367

2017). 368

• StackLSTM (Hanselowski et al., 2018) 7:It 369

combines various topic modelling features 370

(LSI-topic, NMF-topic, NMF-cos, LDA-cos) 371

with embedding obtained with StackLSTM 372

over the top two hundred words in the news 373

article. 374

• Attentive Hierarchical Dual 375

Encoder (AHDE) (Yoon et al., 2019)8: It 376

is the first hierarchical model reported in 377

literature for detecting incongruity. 378

• Graph-Based Hierarchical Dual 379

Encoder (GHDE) (Yoon et al., 2021)9: It is 380

the most recent study in incongruity detection. 381

As it needs paragraph level annotations, it has 382

been tested only with NELA dataset, where 383

the inserted paragraphs are annotated as fake. 384

In addition to the above baseline methods reported 385

in recent studies, we also build the following base- 386

lines locally. 387

• RASHE: This model is the GRASHE with- 388

out the gates and the weighting aggregation, 389

i.e., the output of the top LSTM model is used 390

as the encoding of the body. 391

4FNC-1 baseline by organizer
5FNC-1 Winner : XGBoost
6FNC Winner : UCLMR
7StackLSTM
8ADHE
9GHDE

5
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https://github.com/UKPLab/coling2018_fake-news-challenge
https://github.com/david-yoon/detecting-incongruity
https://github.com/minwhoo/detecting-incongruity-gnn


Table 2: Comparison of the performances of different
models over three benchmark datasets.

NELA-17 ISOT FNC

Models Acc F Acc F Acc F

B
as

el
in

e
Sy

st
em

s

E
xp

lic
it

Fe
at

ur
es FNC 0.586 0.586 0.844 0.844 0.586 0.496

XGBoost 0.699 0.699 0.989 0.989 0.977 0.971
UCLMR 0.589 0.588 0.997 0.997 0.964 0.955
MLP 0.603 0.600 0.985 0.985 0.917 0.903
StackLSTM 0.597 0.591 0.992 0.992 0.971 0.963

W
ith

ou
tF

ea
tu

re
s LSTM 0.555 0.55 0.990 0.990 0.616 0.504

BERT 0.572 0.563 0.894 0.894 0.722 0.419
AHDE 0.606 0.606 0.913 0.913 0.666 0.487
GHDE 0.55 0.33 - - - -
RASHE(LSTM) 0.603 0.603 0.997 0.997 0.689 0.597

Pr
op

os
ed

Sy
st

em
s

Pr
op

os
ed GRASHE(=) 0.664 0.663 0.999 0.999 0.715 0.629

GRASHE 0.63 0.63 0.998 0.998 0.718 0.505
RASHE 0.652 0.652 0.999 0.999 0.712 0.624

E
xt

en
si

on
w

ith
Fe

at
ur

es UCMLR(F ) 0.589 0.588 0.997 0.997 0.964 0.955
StackLSTM (F ) 0.597 0.591 0.992 0.992 0.971 0.963
RASHE(LSTM,F ) 0.626 0.626 0.995 0.995 0.962 0.962
GRASHE(=,F ) 0.656 0.656 0.999 0.999 0.963 0.963
RASHE(F ) 0.601 0.599 0.995 0.995 0.963 0.963

• RASHE(LSTM): It is a RASHE model392

with LSTM for encoding sentences instead393

of child− sumTreeLSTM .394

• BERT (Devlin et al., 2018): Considering the395

encouraging observations of BERT (for vari-396

ous NLP tasks) in recent studies, we also build397

a classifier using BERT embedding generated398

over the text in headline and body.399

• LSTM: Like BERT, we also build a classifier400

using LSTM embedding generated over the401

text in headline and body.402

• MLP: Importance of explicit features have403

been evident in XGBoost. Considering count,404

TF-IDF similarity, SVD top-k vector and sen-405

timent features used in XGBoost, a multilayer406

perceptron-based classifier is also built.407

For all the experimentsGoogle’s worde2vec408

(Mikolov et al., 2013) pre-trained embeddings are409

used, and F-measure (F), Accuracy (Acc) have410

been used as evaluation metrics.411

4.3 Results and discussion412

The performance of different systems are com-413

pared in Table 2. As shown in the table, the ex-414

periments are organized into four groups; (i) Ex-415

plicit Features: FNC, XGBoost, UCLMR, MLP416

and StackLSTM (ii) Without Features: BERT,417

AHDE, GHDE and RASHE(LSTM) (iii) Pro-418

posed: GRASHE(=),GRASHE and RASHE,419

and (iv) Extension with Features: GRASHE(=,F ),420

RASHE(LSTM,F ) and RASHE(F ).421

Table 3: Comparison performance of hierarchical
structure-based model versus non-hierarchical sequen-
tial model.

NELA-17 ISOT FNC

Model Acc F Acc F Acc F

LSTM 0.555 0.55 0.991 0.99 0.616 0.504

RASHE(LSTM) 0.603 0.603 0.997 0.997 0.689 0.597
AHDE 0.606 0.606 0.913 0.913 0.666 0.487

We first compare the methods in baseline 422

group. As shown in the table, for NELA-17 423

and FNC datasets, XGBoost outperforms all other 424

baseline models. Whereas, for ISOT dataset 425

RASHE(LSTM) outperforms all other baseline 426

models. Thereafter, we compare the proposed 427

models with baseline models. Since the ob- 428

jective of the proposed method is to consider 429

recursive encoding of sentences by exploiting 430

the deep hierarchical structure of news article, 431

the direct comparison is with AHDE method. 432

The table 2 shows that our proposed meth- 433

ods (GRASHE and GRASHE(=)) outperform 434

AHDE for all the three datasets. GRASHE out- 435

performs AHDE by 3.96%, 9.3% and 7.8% over 436

NELA-17, ISOT and FNC datasets, respectively. 437

Similarly, GRASHE(=) outperforms AHDE by 438

9.57%, 9.41% and 7.35% over NELA-17, ISOT 439

and FNC datasets, respectively. 440

It clearly shows that recursive encoding of sen- 441

tences helps in capturing better representation of 442

the body, and hence provides better classification 443

performance for detecting incongruent news ar- 444

ticles. To validate these observations, we fur- 445

ther compare the performance of the proposed 446

models with RASHE(LSTM). It also shows that 447

both GRASHE(=) and GRASHE outperform 448

the RASHE(LSTM). 449

From table 2, it is apparent that GRASHE(=) 450

(which considers equal weight to all the para- 451

graphs) outperforms GRASHE. It indicates that 452

every paragraph in the body contribute in detecting 453

incongruity. Lastly, we study the effect of incor- 454

porating explicit features with different systems. 455

From table 2 it is evident that GRASHE(=,F ) 456

outperformed all other models in the group ex- 457

tension with feature over the NELA-17 and ISOT 458

datasets. However, stackLSTM model outperform 459

GRASHE(=,F ) with small margin over FNC 460

dataset. 461
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Table 4: Performance of sequential encoding of sen-
tence versus recursive encoding of sentence structure by
exploiting hierarchical structure of news article.

NELA-17 ISOT FNC

Model Acc F Acc F Acc F

GHDE 0.550 0.330 - - - -
AHDE 0.606 0.606 0.913 0.913 0.666 0.487
RASHE(LSTM) 0.603 0.603 0.997 0.997 0.689 0.597

GRASHE(=) 0.664 0.663 0.999 0.999 0.715 0.629
GRASHE 0.630 0.630 0.998 0.998 0.718 0.505

4.3.1 Is hierarchical encoding important?462

Considering the earlier studies on incongruity de-463

tection of news articles with and without hierar-464

chical encoding, the following question is aroused.465

Does hierarchical encoding of the body helps in466

detecting incongruent news articles? To answer467

this question, we compare the performance of dif-468

ferent hierarchical models and non-hierarchical469

models in table 3. This ablation study considers470

an LSTM model that encodes concatenated news471

headlines and bodies without exploiting any hi-472

erarchical structure of news articles. In contrast,473

RASHE(LSTM) and AHDE models are hierar-474

chical encoding-based models. Table 3 shows475

that both RASHE(LSTM) and AHDE outper-476

form LSTM model over NELA-17, FNC and477

ISOT datasets. However, the performance of478

LSTM model over ISOT dataset is very close to479

RASHE(LSTM) and AHDE models. The size480

of the news articles in ISOT data are small (see481

table 1) as compared to FNC and NELA-17. From482

the above observations, we may claim that for the483

small articles, considering hierarchical structure484

may not be necessarily beneficial, as compared to485

that of larger articles.486

4.3.2 Does recursive encoding of sentences487

help in improving body representation?488

In our proposed model, we have used tree en-489

coding rather than sequential encoding. Do the490

tree-based encoding beneficial? To understand491

this, Table 4 compares the hierarchical models492

with and without the tree-based encoding. The493

proposed GRASHE(=) and GRASHE mod-494

els are compared with GHDE, AHDE and495

RASHE(LSTM) models without tree encoding.496

It can be observed from the table 4 that both497

the recursive encoding-based models (tree encod-498

ing) GRASHE(=) and GRASHE outperform499

all sequential encoding-based methods AHDE,500

Table 5: Comparison of Model performance over Dif-
ferent Number of Paragraphs.

NELA-17 ISOT FNC

Model # of
Paragraphs Acc F Acc F Acc F

RASHE Full 0.652 0.652 0.999 0.999 0.712 0.624
RASHE First 2 0.550 0.547 0.988 0.988 0.722 0.640

GHDE and SRASHE(LSTM) models with sig- 501

nificant margins for all three datasets. This is not 502

surprising because recursive encoding of the sen- 503

tence helps in capturing long-distance dependen- 504

cies between words within sentences. 505

Considering recursive encoding of sentence 506

structure, GRASHE follows further deep hier- 507

archical structure compared to other hierarchical 508

structure models presented in table 4. GHDE, 509

AHDE models hierarchical structure limits up to 510

paragraph level only. Due to recursive encoding of 511

sentences GRASHE(=) and GRASHE models, 512

the hierarchical structure goes further deeper upto 513

word level. From the above observations, it can be 514

claimed that recursive encoding of sentence struc- 515

ture boosts the performance in incongruent news 516

article detection. 517

4.3.3 Do we need to consider full body? 518

Study (Scanlan, 2000) suggests that in a news 519

article with a large number of paragraphs, every 520

part may not be helpful in regards to incongruent 521

news article detections. To investigate this, we fur- 522

ther implement two experiments with RASHE 523

model as shown in Table 5; (i) considering only 524

the first two paragraphs, and (ii) which encode full 525

news articles. We observe from the table that the 526

RASHE model with reduced document provides 527

comparable or better performance than RASHE 528

with full document except for the NELA-17 dataset. 529

It shows that we will be able to reduce model com- 530

putational time without compromising the classifi- 531

cation performance with appropriate sentence se- 532

lection approaches. It may even provide better 533

performance after removing the noisy sentences. 534

Document summarization to enhanced document 535

encoding is left as a possible future work. 536

4.3.4 Importance of incorporating features of 537

different aspects 538

Our empirical study suggested that similarity be- 539

tween headline and body based on TF-IDF, SVD 540

top-k vectors and count, sentiment features play an 541

essential role in incongruent news article detection. 542
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Table 6: Comparison of performance of models over
FNC dataset different topic distribution (FNC0) versus
FNC with similar topic distribution (FNCR) in train and
test.

FNC FNCR

Model Acc F Acc F

AHDE 0.666 0.487 0.661 0.472
RASHE(LSTM) 0.689 0.597 0.809 ↑ 0.764 ↑
GRASHE(=) 0.712 0.624 0.847 ↑ 0.809 ↑
RASHE 0.715 0.629 0.842 ↑ 0.805 ↑

This study identifies 151 features ( TF-IDF and543

SVD similarity between headline and body, count544

and sentiment features) from the ten million-plus545

features used in Xgboost. We concatenate these 151546

features with the concatenated feature vector ob-547

tained in equation 11 and pass to a fully connected548

layer. We do it with all the proposed model and its549

variations RASHE(LSTM), GRASHE(=) and550

RASHE, and named them RASHE(LSTM,F ),551

GRASHE(=,F ) and RASHE(F ) respectively.552

From table 2, it is evident that by incorporat-553

ing important features from a different domain,554

our proposed models provide comparable results555

over ISOT and FNC datasets. However, for the556

NELA-17 dataset, there is a reduction in perfor-557

mance after adding handcrafted features. It in-558

dicates that feature engineering needs an under-559

standing of the underlying datasets. We further560

build another multi-layer perceptron-based classi-561

fier MLP over the 151 manual features to inves-562

tigate the response of the features. From table 2,563

it is observed that MLP+Feature under-performs564

RASHE(LSTM,F ) and GRASHE(=,F ) and out-565

performs several other baselines. Dataset domain-566

specific feature engineering and adaptation of the567

proposed model is not included in this study but568

left as a future task.569

4.3.5 Effect of Domain Dependency570

The domain of the news article gives insight about571

the news article. So, it becomes crucial to study the572

impact of the domain on incongruent news article573

detection task. Is incongruent news article detec-574

tion is domain-independent or domain-dependent?575

What happens if models for incongruent news ar-576

ticle detection model is trained over news article577

from domain of certain domain and test over news578

article from domain of different domain. To answer579

such questions, we conduct an empirical ablation580

study over the FNC dataset. FNC dataset provided 581

by FNC-1 contest has different topics distributions 582

in training and test set. The training set has news 583

articles from 200 domain, and the test has news arti- 584

cles from 100 domain, and there is no common do- 585

main in training and test. From table 2 it can be ob- 586

served that the performance of deep learning-based 587

models is inferior compared to feature-based mod- 588

els. The main reason behind the poor performance 589

of deep learning-based model over FNC data sets is 590

that the news articles from train and test belong to 591

different domain. To confirm this observation, we 592

created another dataset as follows: we merged train 593

and test set provided by the FNC organiser and 594

randomly permute the sample in merged FNC data 595

sets. Then created train and set with the same distri- 596

bution as the original FNC dataset. We called this 597

newly created data set FNC topic overlap dataset 598

FNCR. From table 6 it can be observed that the 599

performance of RASHE(LSTM), GRASHE(=) 600

and RASHE models significantly improved over 601

the FNCR data set compared to the performance 602

of these models over the FNC dataset. Hence, 603

we can conclude that incongruent news article de- 604

tection is a domain dependent task. So training 605

and test should have news articles from the same 606

domain distribution. 607

5 Conclusions and Future works 608

This paper proposed Gated Recursive And Sequen- 609

tial Deep Hierarchical Encoder model, namely 610

GRASHE, to detect incongruent news articles. 611

The proposed models capture syntactic structures 612

at the sentence level and sequential structures at 613

the body and paragraph level. From various ex- 614

periments over three datasets, it is observed that 615

capturing structural properties at the sentence level 616

improved the performance of incongruent news 617

article detection tasks. From the above observa- 618

tions, we identify the following four potential fu- 619

ture works; (i) Incorporating features of different 620

nature with the hierarchical modelling, (ii) Identify- 621

ing appropriate feature engineering for the datasets 622

of different nature, and (iii) Devising appropriate 623

document summarization to reduce document size 624

for incongruent news article detection. (iv) Based 625

on our observation from table 6 build a domain- 626

independent deep learning model for incongruent 627

news article detections. 628
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A Appendix784

A.1 TreeLSTM using Dependency Parse Tree785

Given a sentence S and it’s a dependency parse786

tree, let ch(j) denotes the set of children nodes of787

node j. Like in LSTM, child-sum tree LSTM also788

has hidden state h and cell state c. The hidden state 789

of the node j is defined by the sum of the initial 790

hidden states of its children nodes as follows. 791

h́j =
∑

k∈ch(j)
hk (12) 792

Using the initial hidden state hj , the corresponding 793

input, output and intermediate cell gates of node j 794

are estimated as follows. 795

ij = σ
(
W(i)xj +U(i)h́j + b(i)

)
(13) 796

797

oj = σ
(
W(o)xj +U(o)h́j + b(o)

)
(14) 798

799

uj = tanh
(
W(u)xj +U(u)h́j + b(u)

)
(15) 800

where xj denotes embedding of the word wj , b(.) 801

denotes the bias, W(.) and U(.) denote the param- 802

eter matrices for respective gates. Unlike tradi- 803

tional LSTM, child-sum tree LSTM has multiple 804

forget gates, one for each child node. It allows 805

each child node to incorporate the information se- 806

lectively. The forget gate for the kth child of the 807

node j is defined as follows. 808

fjk = σ
(
W (f)xj +U(f)hk + b(f)

)
(16) 809

The final cell state and hidden state of node j is 810

defined as follows, respectively. 811

cj = ij ⊙ uj +
∑

k∈ch(j)
fjk ⊙ ck (17) 812

813

hj = oj ⊙ tanh(cj) (18) 814

The hidden state of the root node defines the encod- 815

ing of the sentence. 816
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